What did the Buddhist ask the hot dog vendor?
“Make me one with everything.”

You know why you never see elephants hiding up in trees?
Because they’re really good at it.

What is red and smells like blue paint?
Red paint.

Where does the General keep his armies?
In his sleevies!

Why aren’t koalas actual bears?
They don’t meet the koalafications.

A bear walks into a restaurant and say’s “I want a grilllllled………………………………………cheese.”
The waiter says “Whats with the pause?”
The bear replies “Whaddya mean, I’M A BEAR.”

What do you call bears with no ears?
B

I went in to a pet shop. I said, “Can I buy a goldfish?” The guy said, “Do you want an aquarium?”
I said, “I don’t care what star sign it is.”

What do you get when you cross a dyslexic, an insomniac, and an agnostic?
Someone who lays awake at night wondering if there is a dog.

What’s brown and sticky?
A stick.

What does a pepper do when it’s angry?
It gets jalapeño face!

What’s a foot long and slippery?
A slipper.

Two gold fish are in a tank.
One looks at the other and says, “You know how to drive this thing?!”

As a scarecrow, people say I’m outstanding in my field.
But hay, it’s in my jeans.

A man is walking in the desert with his horse and his dog when the dog says, “I can’t do this. I
need water.” The man says, “I didn’t know dogs could talk.” The horse says, “Me neither!”

A guy goes into a lawyer’s office and asks the lawyer: “Excuse me, how much do you charge?”
The lawyer responds: “I charge $1,000 to answer three questions.”
“Bloody hell – That’s a bit expensive isn’t it?”
“Yes. What’s your third question?”

What is the resemblance between a green apple and a red apple?
They’re both red except for the green one.

How did the hipster burn his mouth?
He ate the pizza before it was cool

I waited and stayed up all night and tried to figure out where the sun was.
Then it dawned on me.

I told my friend 10 jokes to get him to laugh.
Sadly, no pun in 10 did.

What’s red and moves up and down?
A tomato in an elevator

I bought the world’s worst thesaurus yesterday.
Not only is it terrible, it’s terrible.

Why can’t you hear a pterodactyl go to the bathroom?
Because the “P” is silent!

How does NASA organize a party?
They planet.

Knock Knock.
Who’s There?
To.
To Who?
It’s To Whom.

What’s a pirate’s favorite letter?
You think it’s R but it be the C.

Have you heard about corduroy pillows?
They’re making headlines.

What did the green grape say to the purple grape?
OMG!!!!!!! BREATHE!! BREATHEEEEE!!!!!

Never criticize someone until you have walked a mile in their shoes.
That way, when you criticize them, you’ll be a mile away, and you’ll have their shoes.

What do Alexander the Great and Winnie the Pooh have in common?
Same middle name.

I couldn’t believe that the highway department called my dad a thief.
But when I got home, all the signs were there.

What did the left eye say to the right eye?
Between you and me, something smells.

Why did the cowboy get a wiener dog?
He wanted to get a long little doggie.

Sometimes I tuck my knees into my chest and lean forward.
That’s just how I roll.

Cole’s Law: Thinly Sliced Cabbage

I intend to live forever.
So far, so good.

I asked my daughter if she’d seen my newspaper. She told me that newspapers are old school.
She said that people use tablets nowadays and handed me her iPad. The fly didn’t stand a
chance.

I’ve been really depressed lately. A friend told me I should go to the petting zoo perhaps, to
cheer up. - I went today, but not one person would stroke me.

I’ve always thought my neighbors were quite nice people. But then they put a password on
their Wi-Fi.

Two donkeys are standing at a roadside, one asks the other: So, shall we cross? - The other
shakes his head: "No way, look at what happened to the zebra."

I managed to lose my rifle when I was in the army. I had to pay $855 to cover the loss. I’m
starting to understand why a Navy captain always goes down with his ship.

It has four legs and it can fly, what is it?
Two birds.

Patient: Doctor help me please, every time I drink a cup of coffee I get this intense stinging in
my eye.
Doctor: I suggest you remove the spoon before drinking.

I can’t believe I forgot to go to the gym today.
That’s 7 years in a row now.

I thought I’d tell you a good time travel joke – but you didn't like it.

Doctor: “Can you describe the snake that bit you?”
Patient: “Yes. It looked like an angry rope!“

Dentist: "You need a crown."
Patient: "Finally someone who understands me"

What do you call the soft tissue between a shark's teeth?
A slow swimmer.

Barkeep: I’m sorry, we never serve time travelers.
A time traveler walks into a bar.

I don’t think women should be allowed to have kids after 40.
40 kids is way too much by any standard.

Two snails are chatting on the sidewalk. “I’ll have to cross the road,” says one. “Well, be
careful,” says the other one, “there’s a bus coming in an hour.“

What is pointless? Telling a bald guy a hair-raising story.

What do you call a boomerang that doesn't come back?
A stick.

What swims and starts with a T?
Two ducks.

Yesterday I learnt that 20 piranhas can strip all flesh off a man within 15 minutes.
Unfortunately, I also lost my job at the local swimming pool.

What is grey and can't fly?
A fat pigeon

We have a strange custom in our office. The food has names there. Yesterday for example I got
me a sandwich out of the fridge and its name was "Michael".

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
The love of your life.
Liar! Chocolate can’t speak!

What’s the worst thing about being lonely?
Playing Frisbee!

My girlfriend says that I am snoopy. But OK, maybe she meant it differently when she wrote it
in her diary.

Is this insecticide good for mosquitos?
Not at all, it kills them!

Why do fish make such lousy tennis players?
They’re afraid of coming close to the net.

What fish is the best fighter?
The swordfish.

I lost some weight last month. But now it found me again.

We had to pull over to let an ambulance whizz by, sirens blaring. My dad was silent for a while
and then commented, “I can’t see them selling much ice-cream at this speed.”

How was your weekend? - Light, dark, light, dark, Monday.

“Son, did you know I was named after Nikola Tesla?” “But Dad, your name is Michael!” “True,
but I was named AFTER him.”

Would you like to hear a construction joke? Well I’m still working on it.

I have a very secure job. There’s nobody else who would want it.

They called me a fat loser in the gym. I mean, yes, that’s the point.

If you are cold! Go to the corner, there’s 90 degrees.

I read the other day that people eat more bananas than monkeys. No surprises there, I can’t
even remember the last time I ate a monkey.

When somebody asks me how I feel, I always say "With my hands.“

What is red and flies through the air? - A tomato in a helicopter.

My kids aren’t spoiled. They always smelled that way.

They are testing a revolutionary new blender, but they’re getting mixed results.

My dog is an awesome fashion adviser. Every time I ask him what I look like in my clothes, he
says “WOW!”

